Spectral-spatial feature extraction is of great importance to hyperspectral image (HSI) classification. Different from the traditional feature extraction methods, deep learning models such as convolutional neural network (CNN) can learn the spectral-spatial discriminative feature automatically. However, deep learning models usually need to construct a large and complicated network and the training is timeconsuming. To deal with these issues, in this paper, a spectral-spatial domain-specific convolutional deep extreme learning machine (ELM), named S 2 CDELM, is proposed for HSI classification. At first, by using the conception of local receptive filed (LRF), a spectral-spatial convolutional learning module with two branches is constructed for spectral and spatial feature extraction respectively. Specifically, the convolutional learning module is constructed by using random convolutional nodes but without back propagation, in which a spectral branch and a spatial branch are designed respectively. Then the extracted features are concatenated and fed to a fully connected stacked ELM network to further exploit spectral-spatial information for classification. As the convolutional filters and input weights of ELM are randomly generated, the whole framework is compact, simple and fast to construct. Experimental results on popular HSI benchmark data sets demonstrate that S 2 CDELM can provide satisfactory classification performance and a fast learning speed in comparison with several state-of-the-art classifiers.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past years, hyperspectral images (HSI) have been used in many fields such as earth observation, environmental monitoring and urban planning [1] . Therefore, the automatic understanding of HSI has been a notably hot topic of research. One of the important issues is HSI classification, which aims at assigning a unique label to each pixel of HSI and generating a thematic map. HSI classification has been a challenging task in research area because of their abundant spectral correlation and spatial contextual information [2] .
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Wenming Cao. In recent years, a number of machine learning methods have been developed for HSI classification. Pixel-level methods, such as support vector machine (SVM) [3] and neural networks (NN) [4] , are a group of important approaches and have been proven effective in HSI image classification. Such pixel-wise classifiers focus on exploring spectral signature of hyperspectral data and determining the label of each pixel. However, due to the existence of noise and mixed spectral pixels in HSIs, pixel-wise approaches can result in outliers or errors in thematic maps. To overcome this drawback, on the one hand, kernel tricks are proposed to improve the linear separability of data. In [5] , composite kernel SVM (SVMCK) is used in HSI classification and provides better accuracy than traditional classifiers. On the other hand, more and more researchers propose to exploit spectral-spatial contextual information, which assumes that the nearest neighboring pixels of an HSI image share similar spectral features and consist of the same land cover types.
Spectral-spatial classification techniques can be divided into three categories according to the way spectral-spatial information is integrated into the classification process [6] : preprocessing-based, postprocessing-based and integrated spectral-spatial techniques. In preprocessing-based methods, the spatial information is usually extracted before classification process. Obviously, a variety of filtering based methods belong to this category. These methods usually incorporate the spatial information into pixel vectors and have achieved remarkable success in preprocessing-based classification. For instance, Gabor filter [7] , [8] , bilateral filer [9] , wavelet transformation [10] and local binary pattern (LBP) [11] have been applied in feature extraction and HSI classification. In postprocessing-based approaches, a pixel-wise classifier is usually first performed on HSI data, and then the spatial information dependency is applied to refine the obtained classification results. Conditional random field (CRF) and Markov random field (MRF) are both typical approaches that have been widely used as postprocessing techniques [12] , [13] . For example, in [14] , MRF model is used after multinomial logistic regression (MLR) to further improve pixel-wise classification result. Another postprocessing strategy is the majority voting method, which is usually within superpixels to achieve final results [15] , [16] . In integrated methods, the spectral and spatial information is utilized together to generate an integrated classifier. For example, the training samples combing spatial contextual information are often used to build joint sparse representation classification (SRC) [17] , [18] and collaborative representation classification (CRC) [19] , [20] . More recently, some deep learningbased methods have also shown the ability to jointly train the feature and classification layer to obtain final results [21] - [23] . In [24] , [25] , convolutional neural networks (CNN) have been used in HSI classification and achieved success. With the development of deep learning techniques, more complicated and effective methods, such as recurrent neural network (RNN) [26] and residual network [27] , are also developed to further improve HSI classification performance.
In addition to the aforementioned spectral-spatial classification technologies, the use of extreme learning machine (ELM) has been recently developed for HSI data classification [28] , [29] . The standard ELM is a single-hidden layer feed-ward neural network. Due to the use of random input weights in ELM, the network can achieve a comparable classification accuracy with a fast learning speed [28] , [30] . Therefore, ELM based algorithms have been successfully developed for HSI classification [31] , [32] . For instance, in [33] , Chen et al. used kernel ELM (KELM) and multihypothesis (MH) processing to obtain robust classification results. In [34] , Li et al. applied LBP and multiple ELMs to generate a fused HSI classification output. Moreover, in [35] , composite kernel tricks combing composite features are used to improve HSI classification accuracy. In [36] , a deep kernel ELM is also proposed for HSI classification.
Despite the success of these techniques in applying ELM to HSI classification, there are still some remaining challenging issues. First, most of the aforementioned ELMbased algorithms put more emphasis on random connections between input samples and hidden nodes while less on local correlations of images. Second, many of the networks in ELM are still very shallow, the discriminating capability of which may decrease when the hyperspectral feature is high dimensional [37] . According to these observations, some researchers began to pay attention to a newly derived ELM algorithm. To exploit the spatial correlations of images, ELM introduces local receptive field (LRF) model by applying convolutional filters with randomly generated weights and pooling operations to input images [38] . Thus these methods, named ELM-LRF, have been proposed in pattern recognition and object detection, and shown a completive performance compared with CNNs but with lightweight model [38] , [39] . The conception of convolutional learning with random input weights has been utilized in many machine learning methods [40] , [41] , including deep learning methods [42] . Compared with traditional deep learning based methods, the network of ELM-LRF is simple to construct without using back propagation [43] . Therefore, ELM-LRF based algorithms have also been applied in HSI classification. In [44] , ELM-LRF is employed in hyperspectral spectral domain, which can generate a more robust spectral feature. In [45] , to exploit spatial correlations of HSIs, LRF model is used to extract spatial features of HSI. Hence, the spatial contextual information of HSI is integrated into ELM-LRF classification.
In this study, a spectral-spatial domain-specific convolutional deep extreme learning machine, named S 2 CDELM, is developed for HSI classification. In the proposed framework, by using the conception of LRF, a spectral-spatial convolutional learning module with two branches is developed for HSI feature extraction and classification. Different from the CNN methods using back propagation for parameter learning, the randomly generated hidden nodes are used in convolutional layers, which make the networks learn the parameters very fast. The features extracted from the spectral and spatial convolutional networks are then fed into a fully connected stacked ELM network to further exploit spectralspatial information for classification. The main characteristics of the proposed S 2 CDELM are summarized as follows.
1) Spectral-spatial convolutional learning module with randomly generated weights is first integrated with deep ELM for HSI classification, in which a spectral branch and a spatial branch are designed to enhance the ability of learning the discriminative spectral-spatial features.
2) Different from the deep learning methods (such as CNN), the whole network is very simple to construct because the input hidden weights are randomly generated and used as convolutional nodes for feature extraction without back propagation and parameter tuning.
3) The proposed S 2 CDELM framework with lightweight mode can provide a competitive classification performance with a high training and testing speed, which is beneficial for real-time applications.
The remainder of this study is organized as follows. Section II briefly introduces ELM-based classifier. In section III, the proposed S 2 CDELM is given in details. Experimental results and parameter analysis are given in Section IV. We will conclude this paper in Section V.
II. BASICS OF ELM
ELM [30] was originally developed from a single-hiddenlayer feed-forward neural network. Different from traditional neural networks, the input weights are randomly generated without using back propagation, which can significantly reduce the computational burden.
Let a row vector y = [y 1 , . . . , y c , . . . , y C ] represent the class that a sample belongs to, where y c ∈ {0, 1}, 1 ≤ c ≤ C and C is the number of classes. Usually, only one element in y is set to 1 while others are set to 0. If y c = 1 and the rest values are 0, then the sample belongs to cth class. Let the training data and corresponding class labels be written as
is the number of dimension or spectral bands). G is the number of training samples. The output function of a basic ELM can be written as
where L is the number of hidden nodes, h(·) is a nonlinear activation function. The β j ∈ R C is the output weights that connects the jth hidden node and the output node. The ω j ∈ R B denotes the random weight that connects the input nodes and jth hidden node. t j is the bias of the jth hidden node. ω j ·x i denotes the inner product of ω j and x i . With G equations, the (1) can be written as a compact form
where
H is the output function of input x i . In most circumstances, the number of training samples G is larger than the number of hidden neurons L. A general ELM aims to resolve the following problem:
where ρ is a positive parameter controlling the trade-off between the above two terms. The solution of (4) can be represented with the smallest norm least-square as
where H † is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of matrix H, which can be calculated as
Therefore, the output of ELM can be written as
From the above equations, it can be observed that the training of ELM needs only an analytical computation, which makes classification process very fast.
III. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
In this study, the proposed S 2 CDELM classification framework is described in detail. As displayed in Figure 1 , the framework consists of two phases, including spectralspatial convolutional learning and deep ELM construction. At first, the spectral and spatial features are automatically extracted from images by using a two-branch convolutional learning model. Second, a stacked deep ELM network is constructed. The feature extracted from convolutional module is then fed to deep ELM for joint feature extraction and classification. In the spatial branch, as illustrated in Figure 2 (a), we first randomly generate an initial weight matrixQ init ∈ R r 2 × , where r 2 is the size of convolutional window and denotes the number of convolutional filters. Then the weight matrix Q init is orthogonalized by using singular value decomposition (SVD), and the orthogonal matrixQ = [q 1 ,q 2 , . . . ,q ] is calculated, where the orthogonal vector isq φ ∈ R r 2 (φ = 1, 2, . . . , ). Thus, an input weight matrix q φ ∈ R r×r , which corresponds toq φ , is obtained. By using the obtained weight matrix q φ , the convolutional node in the φth convolutional map can be defined as
where a i,j represents the (i, j) element of a φ (E b ) and E b (x, y) is the image point in convolutional window. r(i, j) represents pixel indexes centered in (i, j) in a convolutional window.
After obtaining the convolutional layer learning, we calculate the pooling layer maps based on the convolutional maps. Let the size of the pooling window be d ×d, and the size of the pooling map is the same as that of size of convolutional map. By using the square/square-root pooling structure, the φth pooling map is written as
where u φ p,q is the (p, q) element of u φ and d(p, q) denotes the pixel indexes centered in (p, q) of a pooling window. The square/square-root pooling structure has been used in [40] , and it has also been proven effective in pooling operations. Thus, the spatial branch of convolutional learning is generated.
2) SPECTRAL CONVOLUTIONAL LEARNING BRANCH WITH RANDOM INPUT WEIGHTS
As shown in Figure 2 (b), in the spectral branch, convolution and pooling operations focus on pixel vectors. Similarly, we first generate random weight matrixÔ init ∈ R e× , where the e denotes the convolutional window size and the represents the number of convolutional filters in the spectral branch. After orthogonalizing weight matrixÔ init , we obtain input weight matrix O = [o 1 , o 2 , . . . , o ] and every o ϕ ∈ R e (ϕ = 1, 2, . . . , ) is a convolutional vector. Then the convolutional node in ϕth feature vector can be defined as
where g ϕ i (S n ) represents the ith element of g ϕ (S n ) and S n (j) denotes the vector points in the convolutional window. e(i) represents the indexes of vectors in the convolutional window centered in i. The size of convolutional vector is the same as that of image pixel vector. The definition of pooling structure in spectral branch is similar to the definition of pooling in spatial branch. Let the pooling size be l, then the ϕth pooling vector can be written as v ϕ p = i∈l(p) (g ϕ i (S n )) 2 , ϕ = 1, 2, . . . , ,
where v ϕ p is the pth element of v ϕ and l(p) represents vector indexex of the pooling window with pixels centering in p.
According to [38] , the orthogonalization is used to extract a more complete set of features than non-orthogonal ones. Therefore, to improve the generalization performance of the network, the input weights are all orthogonalized before convolution.
In the end, by integrating spectral branch and spatial branch, the proposed framework is able to enhance the ability of learning the discriminative spectral-spatial features. From the above equations, it is worth mentioning that the convolution in the proposed method is different from the traditional convolution in CNN, because the convolutional nodes are randomly generated and used for feature extraction without back propagation and parameter tuning, which indicates that the computational speed can be very fast. In order to further exploit spectral and spatial correlations of HSIs, we cascade features from both branches and feed them into a fully connected ELM network.
B. DEEP ELM CONSTRUCTION
As illustrated in Figure 1 , the deep ELM is a fully connected network, which is designed for jointly extracting features from spatial and spectral branch. Specifically, the calculation of deep ELM has two phases, ELM autoencoder (ELM-AE) [37] and kernel ELM (KELM) learning [30] . ELM-AE is an unsupervised learning method that can generate robust and discriminative features of HSI. After ELM-AE, KELM is applied for HSI classification.
ELM-AE generates hidden neurons randomly in the encoder stage and the output weights are calculated in decoder stage [37] . Let the new feature extracted from convolutional learning beX = [x 1 ,x 2 , . . . ,x M ×N ] T , and eacĥ x ∈ R D , where D is the dimension of features. The ELM-AE is to resolve the following learning problem:
where theŴ AE = [ŵ 1 ,ŵ 2 , . . . ,ŵ K ] ∈ R D×K is random orthogonal weights matrix andŴ T AEŴ AE = I . K is the number of hidden neurons and D > K .
Thus, the output weights β AE can be derived as
where V is the the eigenvectors of covariance matrixX TX and V = R D×K . Therefore, the features through ELM-AE transformation can be written as
After ELM-AE, kernel based ELM (KELM) is used for final classification [30] . Unlike the general ELM, KELM replaces feature mapping with kernel functions, which have shown a better generalization ability. Let { x i , y i } G i=1 be the training samples and corresponding class labels, where x ∈ R D is the samples selected from the output of ELM-AE. In KELM, the inner production involved HH T in (6) is replaced by a kernel function, which can be defined as
Thus the output weight of KELM can be written as
For a test sample x test selected from X, the final output of KELM can be represented as
The class label of the input data is determined by the index of f ( x test ) with the largest value. Thus, the proposed S 2 CDELM is complete and the procedures are summarized in Algorithm 1. Compared with the general deep learning methods, S 2 CDELM has no need to determine parameters by using back propagation and thus much computational cost is reduced.
Algorithm 1 Procedures of Proposed S 2 CDELM
Training procedures Input: HSI data E, training samples {x i , y i } G i=1 with C classes. 1) Spatial convolutional learning. Generate spatial random input weights q φ . Calculate the convolutional and pooling layers with (7) and (8) .
2) Spectral convolutional learning. Generate spectral random input weights o ϕ . Calculate the convolutional and pooling layers with (9) 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. DATA SETS AND EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
To evaluate the classification performance of the proposed method, three HSI data sets are used for testing, including the Indian Pines data set, Pavia University data set and the Salinas data set. The detail information of the data sets is listed as follows.
The first data set is Indian Pines collected by the AVIRIS sensor over Northwestern Indiana. The Indian Pines data set was produced with 220 spectral bands (400-2500nm) and 20m per pixel resolution. The whole data set is a 145 × 145 × 200 cube and the spectral bands are reduced to 200 because the water absorption and noisy bands are removed. 10366 labeled pixels with 16 land cover classes are included in the groundtruth map. The overview of the Indian Pines and corresponding ground-truth map are displayed in Figure 3 . The third data set named Salinas was also collected by AVRIS sensor over the Salinas Valley, California, USA. This image represents a classification scenario with a size of 512×217 by pixel and 204 spectral bands after 20 water absorption bands are removed. The spatial resolution of Salinas is 3.7 m. Figure 5 displays the false color image with its corresponding ground-truth map. This data set has 16 different classes.
In our experiments, all data sets are normalized to [−1, 1] before classification. 5% of the labeled samples are randomly picked for training and the rest 95% labeled samples are used for testing on all three HSI data set. The number of labeled samples and training samples per class of all data sets are listed in Tables 2-4. In the experiments, several state-of-the-art machine learning based HSI classification methods are used to compare with the proposed S 2 CDELM. To ensure the fairness in comparison, apart from the pixel-wise classifier (KELM [46] ), more spectral-spatial classification methods are considered, such as the LBP based fusion ELM (LBP-ELM) [34] , spectral feature-based ELM-LRF (SpeELMLRF) [44] , spatial feature-based ELM-LRF (SpaELMLRF) [45] , deep kernel ELM (DELM) [36] , and ELM with enhanced composite feature (ELMECF) [35] . Some deep learning methods such as CNN [47] , spectral-spatial residual network (SSRN) [27] and fast dense spectral-spatial convolutional network (FDSSC) [48] , are also used for comparison. To make a fair comparison, the parameters of three deep learning based methods (CNN, SSRN and FDSSC) are set to the same. The block size is set to 7×7. The convolutional filter size is set to 3×3 and 24 convolutional filters are chosen. The classification results are obtained after 250 epochs. The other relevant parameters are selected according to the reference papers. In our experiments, the classification accuracy per class, overall accuracy (OA) and κ coefficient are adopted to evaluate the classification performance. The OA is calculated by the ratio between the correctly classified test pixels and the total number of test pixels. The κ coefficient is computed by weighting the measurement accuracy. Each experiment is conducted ten times and then the mean value is reported with different training samples for fairness.
B. PARAMETER ANALYSIS
In the proposed S 2 CDELM, the number of convolutional filters, convolutional and pooling window size are vital parameters in terms of classification. Therefore, in this experiment, the convolutional filter size (r and e), pooling window size (d and l) and filter number ( and ) are investigated. Figures 6-8 show the influence on the classification accuracy when the relevant parameters are varying. In Figure 6 , the convolutional window size in spatial branch is varying from 5 to 17, while the pooling size is changing from 7-19. In the spectral branch (Figure 7) , the convolutional window size is ranging from 3 to 13, and the pooling size is varying from 5 to 15. The number of convolutional filters in spatial branch varies from 7 to 27, while the filter number in spectral branch is chosen from [4, 7,. . . ,17] . According to Figures 6-7 , we set the convolutional and pooling size are 15×15 and 17×17 in spatial branch. In spectral branch, the two window size are set to 5×1 and 5×1, respectively.
From previous analysis, we can find that the whole framework is simple and has fewer layers compared with deep learning methods. However, in the proposed framework, a deeper architecture does not help improve the classification performance because no back propagation is used to tune the learning parameters. Therefore, the layer numbers in spectral and spatial convolutional branches are set to 2, and the layer number of deep ELM is fixed to 3. The K in ELM-AE and ρ in KELM are set to 160 and 10000, respectively. In the end, to evaluate the influence of some parameters, we choose to fix the other parameters while the relevant parameters are varying in experiments. The fixed parameters are reported in Table 1 .
The sensitivity analysis over the number of convolutional filters is represented in Figure 8 . From Figure 8 , we can observe that the OA is increasing with the increase of convolutional filters number in spatial branch. The climbing trend is more significant on Indian Pines data set in Figure 8 (a) . However, the climbing trend usually stops when the filter number up around 17. That is mainly because too many generated feature maps could increase the computation cost of the neural network. In Figure 8 (b) , a similar observation can be made for the classification accuracy. In the spectral branch, the highest OA is achieved when the number of convolutional filter is around 10. Therefore, the convolutional filter number of two branches are set to 17 and 10, respectively. Figure 9 depicts the OA as a function of the proportion of labeled training samples over three data sets. From Figure 9 , we can observe that the OA of most methods improves with the proportion of training samples increasing. The CNN and DELM usually provide the lowest classification performance. It is worth mentioning that two state-of-the-art deep learning based models, SSRN and FDSSC, provide similar classification accuracy compared with proposed method. Moreover, in Figure 9 (b), the OA of FDSSC is slightly higher than that of S 2 CDELM. This phenomenon is reasonable, since the Pavia University data set contains more detailed information in the edges, a deeper and more complicated neural network, such as FDSSC, is more capable of dealing with this situation. Different from FDSSC, the proposed method has a simpler architecture and fewer layers, but also provides a comparable accuracy. From Figure 9 , it can be seen that our proposed method achieves satisfactory classification performance over three HSI data sets.
C. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS
The classification accuracies of different methods are displayed in Tables 2-4 . From the results, we can observe that the spectral-spatial based methods show better classification performance in comparison with traditional pixelwise classifier (KELM). In Table 2 , spectral-spatial classifiers offer over 10% higher accuracy than KELM. Moreover, our proposed method yields 20% higher accuracy than KELM. For the preprocessing techniques (i.e., LBP-ELM), the OA is significantly improved over three data sets. This indicates that some filtering based processing methods are still effective in HSI classification. We also include the classification results of the deep learning based methods in this experiment. For instance, the latest deep learning algorithm, FDSSC, shows superior classification performance compared with our proposed method. In Table 3 , the OA of FDSSC is slightly higher than S 2 CDELM, indicating the efficiency of the stateof-the-art deep learning model. We also compare the classification performance when only spectral branch ELM-LRF (SpeELMLRF) and spatial branch ELM-LRF (SpaELMLRF) are considered. From the Tables, it can be observed that both ELM-LRF methods show lower classification accuracy than our proposed method. Since SpeELMLRF model does not take spatial information into consideration, the OA of SpeELMLRF is lower than other spectral-spatial based methods. From all the Tables, it can be seen that most accuracies achieved by proposed S 2 CDELM are higher than the other methods on three test data set. This demonstrates that the twobranch convolutional learning model and deep stacked ELM neural network is effective in spectral-spatial information extraction and classification. Figures 10-12 display the thematic maps of different classification methods over three data sets. As we can see, for the pixelwise classifier (i.e., KELM), the classification process is influenced by much salt-and-pepper noise, which results in many outliers in the thematic maps. In contrast, the spectralspatial based methods show better improvement in classification performance. However, there are still some mistakes in object boundaries of the thematic maps. For instance, in Figure 12 (g) and (h), we can find obvious mistakes in left part of the maps. From the classification maps, we can see that the classified map of proposed S 2 CDELM is in better accordance with ground-truth map in comparison with most of the other classification methods. Finally, the training time, testing time and model size of networks of different deep learning methods are presented in Table 5 . The CNN, SSRN, FDSSC and the proposed method are all implemented with Python 3.0 using a 3.41 GHz Intel CPU with 16 GB RAM and GTX1080 GPU. From Table 5 , it can be observed that the FDSSC model consumes the highest training and testing time because the network of FDSSC is the most complicated. In the meantime, FDSSC has the largest network model size (10.1MB for Salinas data set). Due to the complex network structure, the FDSSC is able to provide satisfactory classification performance over three HSI data sets. Compared with other three deep learning based models, the proposed S 2 CDELM has a simpler network and the size of networks are much smaller than the deep learning method. Correspondingly, the S 2 CDELM take the least time in training and testing. Although the network is very simple, the proposed S 2 CDELM achieves competitive classification performance over three HSI data sets.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel deep ELM neural network, named S 2 CDELM, is proposed for HSI classification. The whole framework consists of two parts: the two-branch convolutional learning module with hidden nodes and the fully connected deep ELM network. Unlike previous CNNs that use back propagation for parameters tuing, in the convolutional learning module, spectral and spatial features of HSI are extracted by randomly generated input weights, respectively. The extracted features are then concatenated and fed to the fully connected ELM networks. In deep ELM part, spectralspatial features are further learned and exploited for classification. Finally, we can obtain the classification results in the deep ELM network. Experimental results on three HSI data sets demonstrate that the proposed method can provide satisfactory classification performance compared with several state-of-the-art classifiers. Moreover, the network of S 2 CDELM remains simple to construct, which ensures a fast training and testing speed. In the future work, we will focus on integrating ELM and deep learning to further improve HSI classification performance.
